
C6) Broson Question f lk ( 

Re: Response to Ed Tatro - GE 

Pages from “Breach of Trust” pp. 17-18/ end note p. 376. Note 24 

@ Bronson film confirms that the SE Corner 6"" floor window (sniper’s 

alleged nest was open at 12:24 P.M. (CST) 

Caroline Arnold’s FBI testimony that was “politically adjusted. . She had 

reported seeing Oswald on 2nd floor or front of bldg at about 12:25. 

Also Oswald’s own account was that he was approached by “SS” agents 

in from of the TSBD minutes after the shooting. . . .he told them where 

they could find a phone in the building. This was Allman and Ford. See 

how Allman’s testimony was handled by the SS after was dead and 

buried. That’s in “Breach” .. pp. 115-116. .. and how the SS confirmed 

Oswald’s account of “a SS man stopping him for re: info. for phone). . 

Oswald spoke to SS Kelly and told him about this face-to-face w/ an 

“SS” agent who flashed his credentials in a black wallet. The SS later 

spoke with Allman and were satisfied he was the guy Oswald was 

referring and the time of the encounter. No way he could have hidden 

the rifle behind that barricade of boxes and then fled down the stairs to 

the coke machine (and be calm and not strung out) when Dallas cop 

Butler confronted him. (Speculation: | am ready to believe that if Butler 

had confronted Oswald alone he would have killed him on the spot. | 

say this because the Dallas PD had Oswald in the frame for the death of 

JFK, Tippits and wounding of Connally written up and processed at 1:40 

P.M. CSTI!I!! Capt. Stringfellow of Dallas PD intelligence squad and an 

active reservist member of Military Intelligence at 112the in San 

Antonio. On 11/22 at about 7:00 P.M Stringfellow has Oswald 

“confessing to killing Kennedy” .. .



.This confirmatory account interested the SS only in that it dismissed 

the possibility that an unauthorized person was flashing a SS badge. 

That it was substantive confirming evidence that Oswald was not on the 

6" floor at the sniper’s nest. Check also Caroline Arnold’s account to 

Earl Golz in “Breach” about the F BI “rewriting her statement” and 

adjusted the times to fit the time conditions to drop Oswald in the bag. 

Then we Bonnie Ray Williams account. He was eating his lunch on 

the 6" floor and did not leave until about 12:20. .. .That only gave 

Oswald 10 minutes to set up his “sniper’s nest” and prepare to enter 

history. The FBI and WC and/or both had to “adjust William’s account. 

If memory serves they claimed that he left the 6" floor at 12:10 or 

something like that. 

What do you do with the WC’s “star witness” Brennan. In reality 

the only Commission staffers who championed Brennan to the bitter 

end were Belin and Joe Ball. The rest of the Commissioners (and 

Rankin) were embarrassed to sign on to his preposterous and 

contradictory testimony. Just look as the lukewarm way the WC cites 

him in the Report. 

Framing Oswald: The official account that he was the only SBD 

worker to leave the scene of the crime w/o reporting in to the Dallas 

police. | cite a document in my Preface FBI record 62,109060-2720 EFB 

that there was at LEAST 17 other TSBD workers who left the crime 

scene w/o reporting to the police. 

| would just add one other point that puts the indictment against 

the authorities in a steel cage from which there is no escape: The 

business that Oswald’s 11 hours of interrogation by Fritz and SS and FBI 

agents was all captured on tape. No question. | have documented



evidence that after Oswald was assassinated the SS stepped in and 

gathered up Marina, Oswald’s mother, and brother Robert and took 

them to the Inn of Six Flags in Arlington. After diner two SS agents 

grilled Marina for 8 hours and it was all on tape. The tape was flown 

that evening on early morning hours of the 25" to SS Hgers in WDC. 

We can be sure that all 11 hours of Lee’s interrogation was captured on 

tape as well. All of it down the Memory Hole | suppose. 


